From Deadly Stupid World to All Going Together World.

2014/9/20

<the upside down world not noticing Arctic Crisis,but fighting false flag wars and false economy>
We can understand it,however we can not do it.Then answer may be all going together at once !!!.
Thereby,at first, we must establish something all we can get confidence and consensus.
⑴Arctic Methane Catastrophe Crisis in global warming caused by CO2 emission.
Massive methane clathrate reservoir lies in Arctic basin,which would become fatal thermal
bomb causing rapid global temperature rise toward fireball earth(the doomsday)!!!.
http://www.ameg.me/
⑵the 9/11 and false flag wars operated by military industry USA(operation ENDGAME)
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9/11 was outrageous own job terror to make wars in Muslim nations.Those are war business
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Oil and weapon merchants are death ones.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/911-the-mother-of-all-big-lies/5400986
⑶False economy hiding monopoly on wealth with huge sovereign debts.
Total debts＝Total Bonds is evident,so debt never be vanished without bond vanishing.
Now central banks has been printing money to finance sovereign debts crisis toward coming
inflation in necessary goods in livelihood.Market saturation and massive jobless is co-body
in recent years economy.Both are fatal defect of capitalism principle.
http://contemporarybusinessideas.blogspot.jp/2011/10/10-defects-of-capitalism.html

It is supremely curious that people will work substantially nothing for climate
countermeasure.

Unless drastic change,coming climate hell world would

be outrageous than anything else,while people will not work !!!
Certainly there is decisive aspect that recent many had become to notice
climate fatality,however any individual can’t act unless everyone start to act.
Now necessary emergent climate fixing are Arctic Cooling Engineering
and more than 80%CO2cut. It is almost global war time regime life where
people should consider it best to scarcely to eat and sleep.
Certainly the implementations are outrageously difficult,however coming
climate hell is more outrageous. People could do their best if they had
recognized the coming reality.
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

